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This article explores the strategies used by the English Catholic Thomas
Stapleton (1535–1598) and the Flemish–Spanish Jesuit Martin Delrio (1551–
1608) to have their works printed by Jan Moretus I, successor and son-in-law
of the well-known printer Christophe Plantin, and the economics behind
Moretus’ reluctance to commit their writings to print. Delrio’s ultimate success and Stapleton’s failure are explained by their different approaches.
While Stapleton missed clear opportunities to make the publication of his
text more appealing and resorted to empty rhetorical threats, Delrio used
various contacts to exert pressure on the printer. The single-mindedness of
the two authors stands in contrast to the attitude of their publisher who
faced many different pressures in a competitive market.
keywords printing press, Antwerp, Plantin Press, Jan Moretus, Thomas
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On 1 July 1589 at three o’clock in the morning, Christophe Plantin (c. 1520–1589),
an Antwerp printer, breathed his last, the end of an illustrious career. Originally from
Tours, Plantin had settled in Antwerp in the late 1540s. Antwerp was then a thriving
metropolis, home to large Spanish and English merchant communities, and the largest
city north of Paris. Thomas More had set the fictional discussions of his Utopia there.
It was also a major centre of the European book trade and even if Plantin originally
never planned a career as a printer this was by far the best place to start one. The
twists and turns of Plantin’s celebrated career have been well explored. It had been
Christophe Plantin who, together with Benito Arias Montano, was the driving force
of the polyglot bible. A project sponsored by Philip II of Spain, it featured the Latin,
Greek, Hebrew and Aramaic versions of the Bible side by side and remains to this
day the largest publication carried out by a single printer in the Low Countries.1 It
was Plantin who published Abraham Ortelius’ maps and Justus Lipsius’ neo-Stoic
writings. At its heyday, before the Spanish Fury of 1576, Plantin had over twenty
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presses at work and employed 150 men.2 At certain points in time the Plantin Press
had offices in Paris, Frankfurt, Salamanca and Leiden.
Yet, what is perhaps most remarkable is the fact that, for the most part, the
archives of the Officina Plantiniana are still preserved, in the same building where
Plantin, his son in law Jan Moretus I, and their successors worked. Plantin’s correspondence was published in its entirety by the first curator of the museum PlantinMoretus (MPM), Max Rooses, in the late nineteenth century.3 Letters by such leading
Renaissance scholars as Benito Arias Montano and Justus Lipsius from the archive
have also been published.4 The archives’ pamphlet collection is a unique resource, its
appeals for missing children and town ordinances against drunken behaviour give us
insight into the life of an early modern metropolis.
Recent work on early modern printing has taken a truly bird’s eye view of the book
trade. The work by Andrew Pettegree and others as part of the French Book project
has produced some fascinating insights in the geographic expansion and contraction
of book publishing across fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Europe.5 The way authors
used the new medium of print to propagate an image of themselves has been
thoroughly explored; and close partnerships between scholars and their printers have
also been studied.6 Andreas Vesalius could not have printed his De humani corporis
fabrica (Basel, 1543) with its amazing anatomical illustrations without the dedication
and efforts of his printer Johannes Oporinus. Christophe Plantin too had worked
closely with scholars on several projects. No one who has ever read the final exchange
of letters between Plantin and Lipsius can doubt that these two men were not just
collaborators, but also friends.7
It is my argument, however, that attitudes displayed in times of trial and adversity
are at least as revealing. This essay proposes to approach the book trade from the
perspective of two authors and one printer. Christophe Plantin’s personal motto
imprinted on the front page of his many books labore et constantia [hard work and
perseverance] conveys an air of patience and composure. It was neither the motto of
Thomas Stapleton (1535–1598) nor of Martin Delrio (1551–1608), both of whom
sought to print their works with Jan Moretus I (1543–1610), Plantin’s successor and
son-in-law. The rhetorical and other strategies employed by these authors in their
discussion with their printer reveal, I argue, not only a power game but also the
character of the authors themselves. Study of their exchange of letters, however, does
not suffice. A study of Moretus’ business practices and the economic reality the
publisher faced reveal the relative success and failure of the authorial strategies
employed.

Thomas Stapleton
The English Catholic Thomas Stapleton is hardly a household name. He is best
known for his biography of Thomas More through which a number of otherwise
unknown letters by More have survived.8 Stapleton was born in July 1535, the same
month that saw More’s execution and Stapleton’s first name may have been an act
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of defiance on the part of his parents. At the start of Mary Tudor’s reign Stapleton
was elected a fellow of New College, Oxford but he left England after Elizabeth’s
ascension and found refuge in the Low Countries.9 We find Stapleton matriculating
at the University of Leuven in August 1559, just four months after the passing of the
new Act of Supremacy.10 It was a well-trodden path. Edward Rishton, who continued
Nicholas Sander’s well-known The Rise and Growth of the Anglican Schism, singled
out the Belgian universities as a place ‘where a most abundant harvest is gathered, to
be sown again in the barren lands of England, there to grow at last, so we hope, to
the salvation of all its people’.11 Stapleton, however, remained within Belgian academia
for the rest of his life — ‘sowing England’ from afar perhaps. On 10 July 1571
Thomas Stapleton received a doctorate in theology from the English College in Douai,
jointly with the man who came to embody English Catholic identity, William Allen.12
Stapleton climbed to the highest office within Belgian academia; in 1590 he was
appointed Regius Professor of Scripture at the University of Leuven — an appointment beholden to Philip II of Spain himself. Pope Clement VIII had the writings of
Stapleton, amongst others, read to him over supper and, as the many letters from
the Cardinal-Nephew Aldobrandini to the nuncio in Brussels attest, the Pope was
keen to get Stapleton to Rome.13 Haggling over the finances of Stapleton’s travels,
however, followed by illness, and then death in 1598 prevented Stapleton from
departing.
Perhaps the main reason for Stapleton’s neglect lies in the voluminous writings
themselves. When his Opera Omnia were published some twenty years after his death
they could hardly be contained in four folio volumes of about 1000 pages each (a
total weight of 22 kg/49 lbs). These comprise the dense, religious fare that historians
today hope to avoid but which was one of the mainstays of the early modern book
trade. The Opera did not even include Stapleton’s earlier English writings. One outdated polemic against Queen Elizabeth was also removed.14 Stapleton was a popular
writer, however. In 1610, the Antwerp Synod instructed that all parish priests should
obtain his Promptuarium Catholicum and Promptuarium Morale either in Latin
or in translation.15 It is the latter work that Stapleton sought to publish with Jan
Moretus.
A promptuarium is properly a ‘place where things are stored for ready use’.
Stapleton’s Promptuarium Morale — a moral cupboard — was essentially a collation
from Scripture and patristics for use on every Sunday of the year ‘for the instruction
of preachers, the reformation of sinners, [and] the consolation of the pious’.16 It
sought to provide clergy, such as the Carthusian monks at Buxheim in Bavaria who
owned the copy now at the MPM, with exempla and similia for use in their sermons.
Stapleton’s promptuaria stood in a long tradition that predated the Reformation.
However, unlike earlier works, which instructed priests not to throw babies in wells
if no other water was available for baptism, it was not a how-to introduction to the
sacraments.17 The popularity of Stapleton’s promptuaria are attested by the poor
quality editions that appeared in Cologne, Lyon and Paris, much to the dismay of the
author who complained that these were riddled with errors and inferior in lay-out.18
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The popularity of Stapleton’s Promptuaria shows how far the Church had come but,
in the continued reliance of the clergy on such texts, also how far it still had to go.
Stapleton’s timing was bad. Plantin’s second son-in-law Jan Moretus had taken
over the Officina after serving as an assistant for many years. Plantin was, however,
survived by five daughters and dividing the estate involved some very persistent
haggling.19 The turbulent situation in France after the murder of King Henry III on
2 August 1589 made matters worse. The first surviving letter from Stapleton is dated
27 August 1589 although the letter indicated that Stapleton had already contacted the
Officina Plantiniana several months before. Stapleton explained that he was disappointed with the work done by his old Parisian printer Michael Sonnius. Sonnius had
disappointed him twice before and Stapleton would not be disappointed a third
time.20 He had been told that after the death of his father-in-law there was no better
printer than Moretus himself.
‘As I reasonably indicated several months ago on this, before everything [else] I desired
that this work is made public with your type, not only because your [type] is the most
elegant, and you use the most select paper, but also because so far as I have been able to
observe, the Latin books that come out of your house are much more correct than those
in Paris; and I hear that you yourself are admirably well lettered and devote yourself to
the actual process of correction’.21

Stapleton hoped that Moretus would provide a good edition of the Promptuarium
Morale. Stapleton’s patron the Abbot of St Vaast in Arras, Jean Sarazin, to whom
the work was dedicated, would defray the cost of publication.22 Financial compensation was not at all uncommon and for the cash strapped Officina the offer must
have been tempting. There were, however, a number of complications, of which
Stapleton’s character was certainly one. The ‘most select paper’, however, would
seem the more immediate cause for delay. The Officina obtained its paper from
France. On 9 September Moretus informed Stapleton about the supply problem and
told the theologian that, with God’s help, he would do his best.23 Stapleton, however,
did not listen and insisted on a deadline of one month after the second part of the
manuscript had been received.24 Moretus replied that Stapleton should not hurry
then, as he has lost all hope of obtaining paper.25
In late December 1589, Moretus wrote to Stapleton’s patron that times were hard
and that he would return the work if another publisher could start printing immediately.26 There is no way of knowing what Sarazin told his client but it led Stapleton
to conclude that Moretus had actually finally started printing and Stapleton included
a list of more corrections and demands. ‘I said nothing other than what is worthy of
the Plantin press, this you must do. Not that this sermon is necessary’.27 Moretus
replied that he still had no paper, only in the autumn of 1590 could printing actually
commence. By the end of December, Moretus still had not proceeded very far; he had
printed about one-third of both parts of the manuscript.28 At the same time Stapleton
declined to help Moretus obtain part of the money promised in advance. The
Promptuarium Morale was finished in April 1591.29 There was certainly an interest
in this work, however, the papal nuncio Ottavio Frangipani had heard rumours about
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the forthcoming work as far back as July 1590 and wrote to the Bishop of Antwerp
Laevinus Torrentius about it.30
Stapleton remained a very unsatisfied customer, despite Moretus’ attempt to woo
the theologian with free copies of Moretus’ other publications. Moretus was evidently hoping to print more of Stapleton’s profitable Promptuaria but Stapleton had
become intent on publishing a refutation of a work by William Whitaker, the head
of St John’s College, Cambridge and an Anglican theologian of Puritan leanings.31
Whitaker had published a refutation of Stapleton and Robert Bellarmine in 1588.
Stapleton’s position with Moretus would have been stronger, if he had not given
another Antwerp printer the right and the corrections necessary to reprint the popular Promptuarium Catholicum, that Sonnius in Paris had so completely botched.
On 3 November 1591, Stapleton wrote to Moretus asking why the printer had not
replied to his Whitaker proposal.32 ‘It is easy conjecture from your silence that the
business pleases you little and that you prefer to commit a corrected and augmented
copy of the Promptuarium Catholicum to your presses. But it equally appeared to me
[. . .] that you should not keep me in suspense any longer’.33 He had not yet started
work on a third Promptuarium because, he wrote, it is hard to work when it might
all be for nothing especially ‘when the fruits of others and the public use, not the
private use, are sought for’.34 Moretus replied a week and half later. He wrote that
he had in fact replied. He explained that ‘we have long since experienced that books
of such disputations or refutations in some way hardly sell but I am amazed that there
are others who are already printing the Promptuarium Catholicum of your Reverence
(as I hear) in Antwerp, indeed with additions and corrections, on which [your
Reverence] had written to me and had promised to send’.35
This conflict escalated in the following months, as letters grew longer and Stapleton’s accusations grew wilder. Stapleton claimed that the divide between Catholic and
Protestant printers could not be clearer — while Protestants can publish anything
they wish, Catholics must struggle to find orthodox printers. ‘This must be patiently
borne by us, who labour against the heretics and for the common faith’.36 The insult
is clear. Stapleton also insinuated that Moretus is no worthy successor of Plantin and
that the previously much maligned Michael Sonnius was not so bad a printer after
all. As the editor of these letters, Jeanine de Landstheer, also reported, the drafts of
Moretus’ replies become less and less legible. The printer was evidently at pains to
find ways to strike the right tone. Moretus, however, also wrote to Stapleton’s new
printer, Balthasar Bellerus, who to the fury of Stapleton then backed out of the whole
Whitaker project.37 Stapleton told the Antwerp printer that the whole of Germany,
the Low Countries and England is waiting for his reply. ‘If the Fathers of the Society
of Jesus speak truly, my defence is desired by very many people in Germany; the
adversary [Whitaker] has become famous all over Germany.38 The self-involved
Stapleton stressed that Whitaker had become famous because of him and he warned
Moretus of the ‘great chaos’ [magnum . . . chaos] between them if the printer recused
himself from printing. If Moretus could not start printing straightaway, Stapleton
would gladly give the printer a two-month extension.
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Stapleton did in the end find another printer in Jan van Keerbergen.39 Stapleton
enjoyed dwelling on how much better quality the Defensio against Whitaker was
than Moretus’ new second edition of the Promptuarium Morale.40 And perhaps we
should point out that Stapleton’s Defensio, a work he persistently referred to as an
opusculum (a little work), was over 800 octavo pages long. At this point in their
argument, Moretus’ reply provides us with a convenient stepping stone for our second
case. Refuting Stapleton’s reference to the Jesuits, Moretus wrote:
‘The Fathers of the Society [of Jesus] are not ignorant of how long the Reverend Father
Delrio has wanted his Seneca printed, how often he and others have insisted with me, and
how many, great [works] they have offered me to be printed, which I nevertheless all had
to decline: they themselves see that I am not able to satisfy everyone’.41

Martin Delrio
Martinus Antonius Delrio (or del Rio; Delrius) was born in Antwerp in 1551. His
father was a prominent member of the Spanish merchant community and owned a
palace on the Meir, then, as now, home to some of Antwerp’s most expensive real
estate. There the family entertained Cardinal Granvelle, the Duke of Alva, and Anne
of Austria, Philip II’s fourth wife. When the young Delrio drew his family’s (newly
invented) coat of arms in a friend’s album amicorum, the 15-year-old Delrio listed
the family motto: ‘to die for religion and king’.42 As loyal servants of the Spanish
crown the family came perilously close to fulfilling that ambition: both his father
Antonio and his cousin Luís or Louis were imprisoned by rebel troops, the latter
dying shortly after his release. With family possessions either confiscated or pillaged,
Delrio left for Spain in 1580 to join the Jesuit order in Valladolid — his copy of
Senecan tragedy was one of the few possessions he managed to take with him.43
Delrio had a penchant for big tomes. His best known work the Disquisitiones
Magicae (Leuven, 1599–1600) subdivided into six books was some 1200 pages long.
He also composed an Opus Marianum (Lyon, 1607) which lavished equally exhaustive praise on the Virgin Mary. Yet, it was with intent on publishing his similarly
exhaustive edition of Senecan tragedy that Delrio approached Christophe Plantin in
early 1589. It had been Seneca who occupied Delrio’s mind — and pen — for most
of his life until then. Family ties both with Seneca and with Plantin date back to 1555,
when a Spanish translation of Erasmus’ Flores Senecae was dedicated to Delrio’s
maternal grandfather Martin Lopez. This was only the second work published by the
young Plantin.44 Delrio himself had published an edition of Senecan tragedy with the
printer in 1576. In 1585, on his way back to the Spanish Netherlands, he fell ill in
Bordeaux. During his recovery of this — real or imaginary — illness he started work
on a new improved Seneca edition and the work quickly grew out to a collation of
the remnants of all Latin tragedy, all of which commented upon almost ad infinitum
(the end product was some 1200 quarto pages). The manuscript was then further
revised in Leuven in 1589 and submitted to the Plantin press for publication. It was
not until August 1594 — more than five years after the initial submission of the
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manuscript — that 1250 copies of Delrio’s Syntagma Tragoediae Latinae rolled off
the Plantin presses.45
On 25 May 1589, a worried Delrio contacted Plantin to ask whether the printer
had received the third part of his Syntagma. Delrio, who had lost a manuscript
through the carelessness of printers before, emphasized he had no copy of the work
left and that he feared it had gone missing.46 He also enclosed the dedication to
Bishop Laevinus Torrentius, who, as a poet of some renown and a great supporter
of the Society of Jesus, seemed an ideal choice of patron.47 Plantin, as already
mentioned, died on 1 July that year. In September, his successor and son-in-law Jan
Moretus thanked Delrio for his condolences but had to disappoint the Jesuit; the war
in France made publication impossible. Meanwhile, the manuscript was entrusted to
its dedicatee, Torrentius.48 In early October, Moretus wrote again to say that the war
prevented the import of French paper — ‘not us but the time is to blame’.49 A month
later, Moretus wrote again with exactly the same message. Evidently, Delrio was not
happy but his side of this correspondence did not survive.50 By 10 June 1589, with
Plantin still gravely ill, Bishop Torrentius (at Moretus’ request) had written to Delrio
emphasizing Moretus’ monetary problems and ‘certain other impediments’, which
included the printing of the first volume of Cesare Baronio’s Annales Ecclesiastici.51
Delrio’s patience had run out after just one month, he would have to wait four more
years.
Delrio did not simply wait and see. Delrio was teaching Moretus’ son Melchior in
Douai at the time and Delrio took to greeting Moretus through his son. On 10 April
1590, along with asking his father for books and sending his own greetings to his
mother, grandmother, brothers and sisters, Melchior passed on the greetings of
Father Martinus Antonius Delrio, now a professor of philosophy at the Collège
d’Anchin — and, as the letter makes clear, this was not the first salutation.52 In
August, Melchior reported that Delrio had abandoned the study of philosophy
on account of his health and was on his way to Antwerp, where he would call on
Moretus — some ashes landed on the ‘P’ of ‘Patrem’ damaging an otherwise
unspoiled letter.53 Delrio visited Antwerp on at least two more occasions in the next
two years and, although one can imagine other business may have called the Jesuit
to his home town (his mother still lived there), he must have called on Moretus often
as well.54 Delrio made no secret for his loathing for Moretus. He promised he would,
for example, tell his friend and fellow humanist Justus Lipsius all about it when they
met.55
In 1591, Lipsius had left the Calvinist University in Leiden to return to the Spanish
Netherlands. Delrio (now at the Jesuit College in Liège) received Lipsius’ letter
announcing his safe arrival in Mainz and in the bosom of the Catholic Church on
1 May 1591.56 Lipsius’ involvement in the Seneca project — whether voluntary or not
— started almost immediately. In one of the two replies composed, Delrio recounted
his ambitions for his new work and decided to immediately appeal for Lipsius’
help.
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To Plantin [. . .] I sent my Syntagma Latinae Tragoediae two years ago. [. . .] But it has
[. . .] not yet reached the hands of men. This is due to Moretus. While his father-in-law
had by letter given me faith a little before his death on the publication of these tragedies,
he delays keeping his word. He is the cause why any of this has not yet appeared. Nor
will it appear quickly [. . .] nor will it appear [at all], unless it has been seen and approved
by you: (you will not deny me this, if you are a friend) and if we love truly, what is this
but a trifle, the smallest of trifles?57

Hardly the welcome home message Lipsius may have hoped for and it shows how
much the project was weighing on Delrio’s mind. In June 1591, Delrio was brought
close to despair by the Syntagma. He told Lipsius (who had stopped to enjoy the
medicinal springs of Spa) that he would either withdraw the work until a decent
publisher could be found or until he could find the time to rework it — if only
Lipsius could take up Delrio’s burden.58 In mid-September, Delrio complained
to Lipsius that his cousin Juan (or Jan) Delrio (incidentally assistant to Bishop
Torrentius) had made a mistake with the manuscript ‘so that the poor not yet born
Syntagma, treated in such a hostile fashion by the goddess of childbirth, is now forced
to undergo the danger of the roads’.59 At the end of September Lipsius scribbled a
short note announcing that his wife had finally arrived in Antwerp from Leiden but
that he still had received no news on the Seneca edition from there.60
The Seneca then disappears from view as written correspondence between the two
men virtually ceases now that Lipsius was settling down in Liège.61 In June 1592,
Delrio composed his dedication of the third part of the Syntagma, which he dedicates
to his friend Lipsius. ‘You are by hand their midwife, the supporter and instigator of
their publishing for the printer’.62 Delrio dedicated three of the Senecan tragedies, the
Medea, the Phoenician Women, and the Oedipus to Lipsius, the sol litteratorum and
‘the prince of true critique of this age’.63
In October 1592, Lipsius reported he expected news to arrive any day regarding the
Seneca edition — perhaps with Balthasar Moretus, Jan Moretus’ third son, who was
to study under Lipsius.64 In January 1593, the young Moretus fell gravely ill — ill
enough for his father to be summoned from Antwerp to Leuven — and a cornered
Jan Moretus told Lipsius that printing would begin as soon as he completed a work
by Benito Arias Montano.65 In March 1593, Lipsius sent Delrio a liminal poem for
inclusion with the tragedies.66 By July 1593, Delrio’s patience had worn thin once
more. Moretus had promised to send a few pages of the Syntagma and he told
Lipsius he would write again to Moretus. He rather pointedly asked Lipsius about
the printing of Lipsius’ De Cruce which had taken precedence over his Seneca.67
Moretus’ letter to Stapleton suggests that Lipsius was not Delrio’s only intermediary and that Delrio used fellow Jesuits to pressure the printer as well. In 1593, the
Belgian province had decided that (with the exception of Douai) Jesuit colleges
were to employ Moretus for printing the texts used in teaching.68 As the Society’s
printer, Moretus may well have been more susceptible to Jesuit demands. We have
no letters to the Antwerp Jesuits about his Syntagma, but Delrio certainly advertised
his problems far and wide. A letter in which he complained to Franciscus Benci at the
Jesuit Collegio Romano has survived.69 In the letter, Delrio singled out Lipsius as the
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‘encourager’ [hortator] of the printer, but it stands to reason that Lipsius was not the
only ‘encourager’ used. Delrio himself meanwhile used the threat of a rival edition
against Moretus.
On 3 August 1593, Delrio received the first twelve pages of the Syntagma — the
fact that another printer, Henricus Hovius, had finally expressed an interest in
the work may have helped pushed Moretus into action.70 Delrio rather innocently
suggested that Moretus might not be able or willing to print sufficient copies.
Moretus does not appear to have been pleased with the prospect of a rival edition for
the Prince-Bishopric of Liège and with Delrio’s attempts to use it to impel Moretus
to haste.71 Printing of the work must have proceeded steadily from then on. The first
two volumes have 1593 stated as year of publication on the cover page. A year later,
in July 1594, Delrio wrote to Moretus with an outline of the indices for the work,
one of which he still had not yet completed.72 The seven indices grouped together at
the end of the third volume of the Syntagma underscore the work’s complexity and
the demands it placed on its printer. Despite the advanced warning, Moretus must
have been shocked — the indices took up another 167 pages. The printer struggled
to get a shipment ready in time for the autumn Frankfurt book fair.
Moretus sold the first two copies to the Jesuit colleges of Ypres and Saint-Omer
on the seventeenth of that month and sent ten free copies to Delrio two days later.73
On 7 October 1594, Delrio wrote to Moretus, citing Caesar’s dictum upon crossing
the Rubicon, that the dice had been cast.74 On 13 October 1594, Laevinus Torrentius
wrote to Delrio to thank him for the copy he received and for the dedication —
an honour Torrentius felt unworthy of and unworthy to share with Lipsius.75
Throughout all this, Delrio’s emotions veered from resignation, to severe anxiety, to
expressions of confidence that there will always be need for a Senecan commentary.
But after a pregnancy of five years, to continue the metaphor, the Jesuit had become
a father in a different sense of the word.

Jan Moretus
To fully understand Stapleton’s failure in publishing with Moretus and Delrio’s
ultimate success, a closer look at the context in which their printer was operating is
necessary. Delrio in a rare moment of calm over his Syntagma expressed confidence
that buyers would never be lacking as the plays were performed in Jesuit colleges
every year.76 Moretus may not have been so sure. Although four Jesuit colleges did
obtain single copies of the work within months of its appearance, its price would
have been solidly out of reach of the average pupil.77 Aside from Jesuit colleges, most
copies were sold to others in the book trade — ten copies were among the order
shipped to John Norton in London on 28 October.78 Moretus’ order book until the
end of 1594 lists 145 copies shipped (including sixteen copies of the work Moretus
sent to its author free of charge). These numbers are deceptive. The bulk was sent to
colleagues who might not need additional copies for the foreseeable future. More
importantly, however, printers often shipped unsolicited works (to fill up shipping
crates, for example) and unwanted copies would then be returned. Norton, for
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example, returned five Syntagmas in March 1595 when he placed his next order.79
March was a particularly bad month for the printer — Moretus ended with seven
more copies of the Syntagma than he had started with. In the first year Moretus’
order book shows he lost 178 copies of the work (eighteenth of which were gifts).
These numbers exclude sales on the Frankfurt book fair. In his order book,
Moretus listed 116 copies of the Syntagma among the books shipped to Frankfurt on
26 July. Another 60 copies followed on 10 August.80 The 176 indices, evidently not
ready yet, only went out on 23 August.81 Presumably Moretus held back from selling
the book until it had appeared on the September fair. By the autumn fair of 1595,
there would still be 104 copies left.82 To what extent these copies were exchanged for
money remains an open question. The value of the books bought from and sold to
other publishers often matched quite closely in the book keeping. Occasionally when
the numbers did not even out more books were sold or bought until the numbers were
balanced.83 The number of copies bought or sold was also frequently altered. (A
Heidelberg printer decided on second thoughts that he would buy no copies of
Stapleton’s Promptuarium Morale.84) The transactions helped diversify Moretus’
assets but may not have been very profitable per se. The account books for sales in
the Antwerp shop have unfortunately not survived.85 However, in the first year
Moretus managed to sell, exchange or give away at least 250 copies. A reasonably
impressive figure perhaps, but other works might sell as much in a single order.86
In June 1602, when a general inventory (of both the Antwerp and Frankfurt
offices) was done, a total of 43 copies of the Syntagma were counted, stored at a
number of different Officina’s storage facilities.87 They were deemed vendibiliores
or vendibiles at the time but the work was still for sale in 1615 — five years after
Moretus’ death.88 Presumably it sold out soon thereafter, however, as a new edition
appeared in Paris in 1620 (incidentally the same year and place as Stapleton’s Opera
Omnia).89 The Syntagma was therefore not unmovable but it could hardly be called
a hot item.
A reason is not hard to find — price. The fl. 3.90 price tag for an unbound copy
of the Syntagma was staggering, especially when equivalents were readily available.
The 1596 catalogue of works published by Moretus also lists copies of the Senecan
tragedies with Justus Lipsius’ notes (in octavo, rather than in quarto format) for 0.60
and 0.75 florins, whereas the version of the tragedies by Moretus’ nephew Franciscus
Raphelengius Junior sold for only 0.30 and 0.35 florins.90 The Officina sold editions
of Vergil, Terence, Horace, Catullus, and Claudian, emended by Plantin’s life-long
collaborator Theodoor Poelman in minuscule 16º or 24º editions for mere pennies.91
Delrio’s edition was superior, his commentary exhaustive, and the work less
perishable. Yet, for less than one-third of the price of Delrio’s compendium of Latin
tragedy, a more economically minded reader could buy the whole of classical Latin
poetry. Ian Maclean has pointed to the dangers of palingenesis (the perfect restitution
of ancient texts) to publishers — the existence of a perfect edition would obviate the
need for ‘improved’ editions.92 Moretus certainly had a knack of advertising subsequent editions as auctior or castigata but Delrio’s Syntagma demonstrates that the
price for perfection might become too high.
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We may be sceptical about Moretus’ supply problems. A manuscript in the MPM
lists the number of copies, and price of every edition printed from 1590 onwards. For
most works it lists the number of folios needed as well. The document shows how
gargantuan the Syntagma undertaking was. It represented 17% of the folios used and
13% of the total value of works printed in 1594 — its 195,000 folios account for
almost the whole of the difference in output with 1593.93 The manuscript shows that
Moretus regularly printed expensive works. The various parts of Cesare Baronio’s
Annales sold for between fl. 5–6 each, Carolus Clusius’ Historia variorum plantorum
(1601) and Lipsius’ Opera Omnia of Seneca (1605) cost fl. 6.10 and fl. 7.50, respectively.94 However, unlike Delrio’s Syntagma, works by these authors were predictable
bestsellers.
The Syntagma differed not merely in scope but also in kind. The re-orientation of
the Officina towards works of liturgy and devotion has been often held against Jan
Moretus, but has been instead dated to Plantin’s return to Antwerp (from a short stay
in Leiden) in late 1585. Leon Voet argued that the new religious climate — Antwerp
had fallen to Alexander Farnese’s forces earlier in the year — had made the South
‘a bastion of Catholicism by the forces of the Counter-Reformation’.95 Moretus, Voet
argued, was merely responding to a changed environment — ‘a printing-press is not
a philanthropic undertaking, [. . .] but a business which has to take serious account
of its market’.96 The figures underscore this: 37% of copies printed in the years 1590–
5 and 39% of the total book value come from the publication of bibles, catechisms,
missals, breviaries, and diurnalia (books of hours) — works often not even listed in
the Belgian short-title catalogue. When we include other Christian and devotional
writings (such as Stapleton’s Promptuarium and Petrus Canisius’ Manuel des
Catholiques) the figures rise to 55 and 54%, respectively. The various volumes of
Cesare Baronio’s Annales Ecclessiastici accounted for 13% of the output in florins.
The remainder consists largely of standard student text books such as Cornelius
Valerius’ Rudimenta Grammatica (1592) and Simon Verepaeus’ Latinae grammatices
rudimenta (1595) and their Greek equivalents.
Voet’s observation that ‘works of scholarship [dropped] to a very small percentage
of the total production’ is certainly borne out. And when we exclude major established names such as Lipsius, Ortelius, and Clusius the number of scholarly works
becomes very small indeed. Moretus’ interest in Delrio’s relatively small, devotional
Florida Mariana (1598) and his decision to decline Delrio’s Disquisitiones Magicae
— Moretus wrote that he would not be able to cope with a work of its magnitude
— stem from a business strategy.97 The same policy explains why Moretus was
interested in Stapleton’s Promptuarium Morale, which he reprinted in 1592 and 1594,
and not in Stapleton’s polemics.98 The reputation of the Officina meant that Moretus
did not have to take the risks his predecessor took. Those risks and the corresponding
possibility for a higher return (or for later works by the same author offering a
higher return) properly belonged to ‘lesser’ printers, Stapleton’s printer Jan van
Keerbergen or the printer of Delrio’s Disquisitiones Magicae (1599–1600), Gerardus
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Rivius. Moretus’ strategy and the environment in which he operated are key to
understanding and assessing the strategies employed by Stapleton and Delrio.

Conclusion
Thomas Stapleton and Martin Delrio do not easily endear themselves. Their selfinvolvement is palpable; Stapleton’s assertion that both England and Germany were
eagerly awaiting his reply to Whitaker is not very credible, also given that Whitaker’s
attack was on the market for at least two years before Stapleton himself even became
aware of it.99 His work was indeed read in England, although it did not necessarily
persuade anyone.100 We should not ignore Stapleton’s popularity — there was a
reason why Clement VIII enjoyed listening to Stapleton — but Moretus’ commercial
instinct that an 800 page refutation was not going to sell was probably closer to
reality. The exile sought to coerce his printer through imputations and threats.
Stapleton’s threats were hollow ones, the fact that he had little to bargain with
shows how weak his position was. Having given away the reprint of his earlier
Promptuarium Catholicum, Stapleton lacked both carrot and stick.
Yet, Stapleton’s dispute with Moretus mirrors his public disputes with the likes of
William Whitaker. Stapleton won that argument, if only through sheer longevity.
Whitaker had died on 4 December 1595. Unwilling to let Whitaker have the last word
Stapleton finished his Triplicatio Inchoata adversus Gulielmum Whitakerum on
11 March 1596. It was 314 quarto pages long. It too mixed ad hominem attacks
with a galling confidence in Stapleton’s own rightness.101 Self-styled embodiment of
the Church Militant, Stapleton dared to challenge the equally strong-headed Cesare
Baronio.102 In August 1590, Torrentius reported to the papal nuncio Ottavio Frangipani, how Stapleton came from Douai to Antwerp just to see to him. ‘While the main
point of our conversation was that he would be obedient to your [the nuncio’s] command; yet he complained about some insolence of his enemies, who had carried away
his books out of the office of his Douai printer by force’.103 These enemies were, as
Torrentius’ letter makes clear, fellow Catholic theologians. Stapleton was not a man
with many friends.
Delrio’s position appeared as weak as Stapleton’s. Moretus kept Delrio waiting
while he printed three editions of Lipsius’ De Cruce — even though Delrio had submitted his work some two years before Lipsius even started work on his. Laevinus
Torrentius similarly had a new edition of his Suetonius printed in 1592.104 Torrentius
had, after all, interceded on Moretus’ behalf as the haggling between the various
son-in-laws over the Plantin estate continued — and the bishop had apparently no
qualms to take precedence over a work that was dedicated to him.105 At the same
time, given the size of the undertaking, it was remarkable that the work appeared at
all. It was a result of the persistent pressure exerted on Moretus by Delrio through a
wide variety of routes. In this sense, its bulk — spread out its folios would cover just
under six football fields — was a testimony of success, rather than failure.106
Greater men than Stapleton and Delrio had caused Moretus problems. Cesare
Baronio, for example, insisted that Moretus include a refutation of the Spanish
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claim to the kingdom of Sicily in his Annales Ecclesiastici and flew into a rage when
Moretus, who lived in the Spanish Netherlands, could not comply.107 And betterknown scholars than they had difficulties finding a printer. Julius Caesar Scaliger
whose verbosity was notorious — he was the author of, at 900 pages, ‘the longest
and most vitriolic book review in the annals of literature’ — could not find a printer
for his Poetices Libri Septem (Seven Books on Poetry).108 Erasmus, who had once
observed that it was easier to set up as a printer than as a baker, had to deal with his
fair share of sloppy printers corrupting his critical editions of classical and patristic
texts.109 Delrio and Stapleton were not the only authors of their (or any) age facing
unpleasant economic realities. As a rare example of printer–author relationships
in the early modern period however, their struggle — quite literally — speaks
volumes.
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